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Brody Cop Seniors Vote To Give
fndefeated Frosh Teams Fish,
$
10 Extemporary
r
in Tournament Debates Contest
Awards Gift After Bitter Fight

Two freshman teams won sent upperclasamen or freshmen
Elisabeth Fish and Morton Broampionships in their intcrcolle- who have been debating against
iate debating debuts last week- varsity teams all season. The Bates dy won the $10 prizes as best felid. A team composed of Patricia team won the tourney over a field male and male speakers in the Exervis and Sylvia Moore on the af- composed of Army. Smith. Dart- temporaneous Speech Contest held
rmative and Roger Thies and mouth. University of Maine, Uni- May 1 in the Radio Room.
"The College Library: Haven of
usscll Nile on the negative won versity of New Hampshire, EmerSerious
Contemplation and Study"
it Maine State Freshman tourna- son. Kings Point. New Haven
was Elizabeth's topic. Brody spoke
lent at the University of Maine. Slate Teacher's, University of Veron "Why President Truman's Acn affirmative team of Richard mont. M.I.T., and St. Anselem's. tion in the Steel Strike was Un11
[athaway and Blaine Tavlor and They debated the topic: Resolved just ifi able."
negative team of David VVylie and that the federal government should
The other participants were Don
Morton Brody won the Dartmouth
adopt a permanent program of Gochberg, Willard Hills, and Rognvrtational Novice Tournament at
er Thies. Each contestant was givlanovcr. Both teams were unde- price and wage controls.
en ■ choice of one out of three
This is the first time a Bates
nted.
topics. They were allowed thirty
Prody Best
team has won the Dartmouth tour- minutes of preparation before they
Morton Brody was named best ney outright. Last year they tied deliveered
their
five
minute
Aii-akcr at the Dartmouth tourney with Smith and Dartmouth for first speech.
Since there were not
enough contestants, it was decided
lid Blaine Taylor was second.
place.
that this should serve as the final.
The Maine State tournament is
The teams were coached by ProThree speech judges acted as stun annual event which takes place
fessor Brooks Quimby and assist(Continued on page eight)
ear. Last year the contest was
ed
by various members of the var• a different Maine college each
i Id at Bowdoin, and Bates placed sity debate squad.

Last Friday's smior class meeting, at which a class gift was
approved, was termed by President Richard Trcnbolm a "distasteful display." Student apathy was.
nowhere to be seen, as two sharply
divided factions staged a knockdown, drag-out battle of words and

strike at the administration. He
maintained thai students must take
positive steps to patch up the alleged rift between themselves and
college officials.
Pointing out the fact that such
-.te-ps have already been undertaken, the class president cited the
emotions.
work e>f the campus relations romAt the request of the anti-gift lnitle-e-; the proposed athletic counfaction of the class, Trenholm cil: the new Student Council; an<l
called a meeting to discuss the- the new system of selecting men
class gift. Not what to give, but proctors.
whether t<> present a class gift to
Trenholm acknowledged student
the (..liege at all. was the subject lee ling e>f animosity toward the adof discussion.
ministration. But be- urged the asStrike One
sembled body to "act like mature,
During the opening moments of graduating people" while considerthe meeting, the major arguments
ing the question at hand.
Ot both factions were set forth.
Trenholm, speaking in favor of a "Malcontents" Speak
The "malcontents," as one of
gift to the college, said it seemed
■ • him that the opposition was us- t!ic anti-gift faction termed his
!ng tin- gift as a baseball bat to colleagues, included in their basic
arguments the following points.
First, they explained their belief
that failure tei give a class gift
would emphatically indicate their
dissatisfaction with the "authoritarian" attitude of the administration. Specifically, they accused the
administration of treating students
like children, anil criticized the policy of strict adherence to the rule
book. They ' proclaimed: "They
(college officials] don't care what
we think!"

Soloists At Spring Concert

econd. The team defeated Maine
ltd Bowdoin for the title this
car. They debated the proposion: Resolved that all American
itizens shall be subject to concription in time of war.
I'IH- Dartmouth tournament is an
vitational event open to any noce tram. Many of the colleges

Juniors On The March
Juniors are asked to be present after Chapel May 9. 14, and
16 to practise marching procedure for Ivy Day on May 19.

Six Seniors Not
To Live In Rand

Raleigh Says
N E. Outlook
Never Brighter
Walter Raleigh took an optimistie view of New England's future
during a chapel talk last Friday.
Raleigh, as executive vice-president of the New England Council.
is concerned with the prevailing
note of economic pessimism among
the residents of New England.
New England grew up in an atmosphere of textile manufacturing,
he related, hut lately this industry
has declined in importance here. He
raised the question whether or not
there is a future in textiles in New

Incoming
senior
girls
chose England. According to Raleigh,
heir rooms in Rand Saturday af- however, the point is overemphai rnoon. Mary Lewis, president of sized. It has become a question, of
Rand for 1952-1953. conducted the the "economic tail wagging the
meeting.
economic dog," he said. Relatively
The rooming committee is now speaking, textiles employ a small
forking on dorm assignments for percentage of workmen here —
ncoming sophomores and juniors. large machinery factories play a
Because Rand could not afcommo- much more important role.
etate the large number of incoming Morale Low
leniors, six girls will live in an
According to Raleigh, everyone
Underclass dorm. These girls will seems to think that New England
kave the same pers as Rand se- is in an economic decline, hut there
nior girls. On the week-nights are actually more signs of health.
when underclass dorms arc not He claimed there is "no sound rea"pen until 11, the girls may entcr- son for complaining about what's
lain in Rand reception rooms.
going on in New England." The
Several reports were given at only trouble is that "our economic
last Wednesday's Stu-G meeting, morale is low."
including those on the blood drive
Throughout the world there is a
and the faculty-advisory boad. by slump in the textile market. New
'■ois Miller; dining hall rules, by England has met the problem by
Elizabeth
Sherman;
and
Blue specializing in other fields, such as
Book recommendations, by Caro- metal goods, he said, adding that
lyn Snow. Freshman rules and employment is now almost as high
Problems confronting new proctors as the wartime peak.
*'ere also discussed.
He declared it is time to stop
The Stu-G co-ed dining commit- groaning, for there is still great optee, Alice Huntington and Marlenc portunity in New England. The fu' Inter, is working on plans for a ture holds unlimited possibilities,
r
< w co-ed dining plan.
he maintained.

Among either gripes listed were
food, and coach-Student relations.
The anti-gif: faction seemed skeptical that any action attempted by
student committees would be effective. The only thing to do, the
"malcontents" insisted, would he to
withhold a gift.

ROBERT BRINK and DAN1FI. PTNKHAM. violin-harpsichord
duo appearing ip the Chapel this Friday night at 8 p. m. They are
the guest artists for the annual Spring Gmcert.

Spring Concert Features
Brink And Pinkham
Robert
Brink,
violinist,
and
Daniel
Pinkham,
harpsichordist,
will combine with the Choral Society in the annual Spring Concert,
Friday night at eight in the Chapel.
The two "outside" artists arc being
presented by Guy Gannett, trustee
eif the college, in memory of his
wile-, the late Anne Macomber Gannett. Gannett is the owner of
a chain of Maine newspapers and
radio stations. Mrs. Gannett was
very much interested in music and
received an honorary elegree from
Bates in 1936.
The- Choral Society will present
the first part of the program, which
consists of Brahms' Liebeslieder
Waltzes. Patricia Scheuerman and
Nancy Wellman will be accompanists.

The second part will feature
Pinkham at the harpsichord. He
will play compositions by Chatnbonnieres, Couperin, Haydn, and
Scarlatti.
Brink
will
combine
with
Pinkham in the third group on
selections by Puree-He. Marini. and
Corelli.
Robert Rrink is an accomplished
young musician, having in his record appearances with the- Boston
Pops Orchestra, and performances
at New York's Town Hall and
Boston's Jordan Hall. He has
studied under several great violin
teachers and at the New England

Assembling evidence for their
point of .view, the- anti-gift league
compared the situation at Bates
with that of other colleges. One of
their members suggested that stueli-nt - administration
relations' at
Bates could be improved if the
Anlioch system were adopted. At
Antiocb. there are several students
on every aelministrative- committee,
even on the' admissions board.
Overwhelming Procedure
As arguments were hrought forth
one by one. the basic question was
clouded by emotional outbursts anil
parliamentary procedure. There
were- motions; amendments to motions: amendments to amendments
to motions: arguments concerning
whei had the floor; and many help
less cries of. "What are we voting
em now?"

The first vote actually taken was
concerned with an amendment to
an amendment to a motion. The
question was whether the entire
class should vote to give a class
gift or not, by secret ballot, at a
later date By a vote of 49-34, the
amendment wan dropped. A later
Conservatory.
Daniel Pinkham is a master not vote sheiwed that nearly all senio s
only of the harpsichord, but also at the meeting were in favor of a
(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page eight)
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New Committees Formed Ike Wins Straw Anthropologist Will Relat
At Weekly Stu-C Meeting Vote At Dance Developments To Presen
Tlu- setting up of committees occupied a majority of the time at
the weekly Student Council meeting, Among the groups set up was
i.in to draw up a constitution for
Kay Zelch's
proposed
Athletic
Council. Several council members,
along with some athletes and
Zeloh arc to meet for this purpose.
The prospect of having reception
rooms in the men's dormitories it
also under council investigation.
Richard Melville will act as chairman and will pick the other members. Also formed was a freshman
rule* committee whose function is
to carry out the rules that have
been recommended. Serving on it
are Ala. ItGoddard, Lucian P.rown
and
Kenneth
Liatsos.
Another
committee is i<> be appointed by
I'll-idem Bruce Chandler to look
into the situation at tin- Commons.
A rep.ir! was made by Sy Coopersmith regarding the placing of the
Chase Hall pool and billards trophies in -.niic permanent spol The
Bobcat l)<n. which had been under
consideration, wa- ruled out by
Norman Ross. Action i> now being

Extend Ticket Sale
For "The Miser';
Advanced sale of specially
priced student tickets for the
Robinson 1'layers' production,
"I'lie Miser", will be extended
Tickets will be sold tomorrow,
Friday, and Monday. Tuesday
and Wednesday of next week
at room seven, Hathorn Hall.
tetween 4 p. m. and 5:30 p. in.
The special price for students
i- 60 cents, as compared with
the 90 cent price for faculty
Old townspeople.

"The Mi-er" is being done
"in th n >und".
T h i s means
Kit a stage will not be used,
but that the production will
tak place in the middle of the
Little Theatre, with the audience seated, about the players.
The play will be done May
15, 16, and 17 at 8 |>. m.

Chase hall took on a political atmosphere Saturday night as the
Dr. Ethel Alpenfels, New York
Eisenhower Club held a "conven- University anthropologist, will
tion" in the form of a dance.
come
to
the
campus
tomorCovering the walls of Chase Hall row night to lecture on culwere pictures of "Ike" and some tural development as related to
political cartoons drawn by Wil- present day problems. The talk is
liam Steele. Red, white and blue sponsored by the George Colby
streamers also helped give the hall Chase Lecture Series. The lecture,
which begins at 8, will be in Chase
a very patriotic atmosphere.
John Toomey started the festivi- Hall and is open to the public free
ties by welcoming all the "dele- of charge.
Dr. Alpenfels, one of the coungates" to the convention and then
as a little plug the song "I Like try's foremost anthropologists, is
a native of Denver, Colorado. She
Ike" was played.
Later a straw vote was taken to began her career by teaching high
see who the delegates at the dance school where her interest in anthwould have chosen for president ropology led her to obtain her dochad they been voting. Although tor's degree in this field from the
"Ike" led the voting by about five University of Chicago.

game room of Chase Hall.
A motion to waive the section of
the Intramural rules regarding the
participation of professionals in intramural sports was adopted by the
council. It was stressed that it was
merely a temporary arrangement
and not a permanent change in the
rule-.

Wed., May 7
Senior Class Meeting, 6:30-8:30
Thurs., May 8
George Colby Chase Lecture,
Miss Alpenfels, Chapel, 8 p.m
Fri., May 9
Spring Concert, Chapel, 8-9
Devotional Fellowship Meeting.
Libby 4. 7-8
Sun., May 11
Spofford Club Banquet, Women's
Union, evening
Tues., May 13
Club Night
MacFarlanc Club Meeting. Women's Union, 6:45-8:30

as a speaker because of her fore Me
fulness,
fluency,
and attract!
personality. Last spring she wa
Lewiston to speak to a teachc
group, which she will address aga
this year on Friday afternoon

to one, there were a few notable
runners-up such as Senator Rob: ert Taft and Charles Pappas. The
rest of the evening was devoted to
dancing and having a good time.
Elizabeth Townsend, John PhilDer Deutach Verien held an .
Nine Hates nursing students will day outing on Sunday at Petnaq i
brook and John Toomey were responsible fcr the work on the graduate from New England Bap- I 'i I'I tor August Buschmann, I
dance.'
ully advisor for the club, and
tist Hospital at Boston May 15.
wife acted as chaperones for
Next year they will finish their eighteen members who participa
live year course on the Lewiston in the affair.
campus. The nine are Frances AnPlaying Softball and eating hoi

Nine Bates Students
Graduate From New
England Hospital

German Club Holds
Outing At Pemaquid

drews,

Lois Dame, Jean Denting, lobsters and steamed clams w
Nancy Forbes, Esther Hammond, two ot the events of the day.
Although it took considera
Priscilla King, Leonardia Maskieplanning
to squeeze two pc'ople
wicz, Ann Parnell and Shirley
a time into a tiny row boat, a
Vcale.
despite many near-spills, most
Mi-s Thompson, head of nurs- the members took their turns
ing at Hates, will travel to Boston paddling around the shoreline a
lor the ceremony.
enjoying the scenery.

New Girls' Physical
Ed. Teacher Chosen

Calendar

V
i's
She is a member of the Ainc;
a<
can Educational Policy Connn
mi
sion and of the Bureau for In1(.»r.
cultural Education in New Y
which sets up experimental
jects involving different cultu
»n
backgrounds in order to slu in
means of bettering relationslij
nil
Recently she accompanied a si
OS
group of students to the Virw
«•
[-lands.
roi
Dr. Alpenfels, is much in dcm.i ivi

Voyaging

taken to find Mime location in the

Helen R, Norton, of Auburn and
New York, lias been appointed an
instructor in physical education,
President Phillips announced recently. Mis- Norton will assume
her teaching duties in September.
A graduate of Edward Little
High School, Miss Norton received
her B.S. degree in 1948 from the
University of Wisconsin, Madison!
where she was active in the Dolphin Swimming Club and the modern dance group. For the next two
years she was a graduate student
at the University of Illinois at Urbana, working toward her master's
degree in guidance and counseling.
She has s*rved as physical education instructor and director of
guidance in tJie junior and senior
high schools in Warrensburg, Illinois, and was instructor in physical
education at the University of Illinois while taking her graduate
work. In addition to her camping
experience at Orr's Island, Damariscotta, and Washington Island,
Wisconsin, she has been assistant
playground director, supervisor of
swimming, and director of land
sports in the Lewiston Playground
and director of the playground at
Sabattusi Lake.

P

Twelve other Bates girls are
finishing tiieir first year at the
hospital and will graduate in lV.S.i
lc. return to Bates. They include
Carol Anderson. Jean
Browne,
Gloria Buhl. Lois Burnham, CaroSpofford
Club members wil
lyn
Chcsfey,
Jeanne
Darnell,
('.race ('.rimes. Lois Hall. Patricia have their last meeting when the)
Lawrence. Kdith Lorenson. Pris- hold their annual Spring banqu.
cilla
MacCharles
and
Phyllis Sunday.
Saweer.
All Club members may atteis,
and the members of the Kngli-!
agreements cannot be reached on department and their wives hav
an industry-wide basis, the nation been invited.
faces industrial paralysis.
The banquet will be held at
"The answer," he continued, "is p. in. in the Women's L'nion. A
to return bargaining to a smaller discussion will follow on some lit
unit of our economy. Labor and erary topic which will be chose
management must bargain on a by the club.
Past president Patricia Scheuer
company basis. In some instances
where a single company is so large man and Fort Manno, the presi
that we could not allow it to be dent-elect. have made arranc<"|
shut down, we may have to force i' ments for the meeting and Eli"
to reorganize into two or more beth Spcllman is in charge of pre-j
companies. Likewise, a single labor paring the 'banquet.
union must be limited to employees of a particular company.

Spofford Holds
Supper Meeting

Cheney House Girls off on an Outing Club canoe trip Saturday.
First boat, 1. to r.: Shirley McDonald and Christina Dawson.
Second boat: Jean Hobbs, Marilyn Webb, Priscilla Sargent. Standing at right: Marcel Ginchereau.
PHOTO BY GIDDINGS

Prexy Cites Steel Strike, Attacks
Industry-Wide Wage Bargaining
A system of free private enterprise cannot exist with industrywide bargaining between labor and
management. Dr. Phillips said last
night. Speaking before the Corporators of the Salem Five Cents Savings Bank, he emphasized that
bargaining must be on a company
to company basis.
"Those of u> who live in the
United States," said Dr. Phillips,
"enjoy a standard of living far
above that which exists in other
parts of the world. Moreover, there
is far more freedom for the individual in this country. To a major
degree these advantages can be
traced to our type of competitive
economy.
"The heart of such an economic
system." he continued, "is bargain-

Ritz Theatre
Wed., Thurs.
May 7, 8
THE F B I GIRL
and
THE DALTON'S WOMEN
Fri., Sat.

May 9, 10
GOLDEN GIRL
and
QUEBEC

Sun., Mon., Tues.
May 11,12, 13
GO FOR BROKE
and
MRS. O'MALLEY
AND MR. MALONE

ing between buyers and sellers, including labor and management.
Through competitive bargaining,
prices and wages arc determined.
However, when the bargaining unit
becomes industry-wide, sooner or
later the whole bargaining process
breaks down."
The president pointed out that it
is this type of breakdown which
has taken place in the steel industry. He emphasized that if bargaining between labor and management in steel were on an individual company basis, no general industry-wide shutdown would be
likely. Instead, the failure to reach
agreements might result in loss of
Steel production in but one or two
companies. In contrast, when

Chapel Schedule

"To achieve company by company bargaining will not be easy. Friday, May 9
Yet we must -chieve this goal since
Musical Program, Prof.
our economy cannot be subjected to Monday, May 12
such widespread stoppages as we
Undecided
have had in recent years in th.; Wednesday, May 14
steel, coal, and railroad fields."
Undecided

STRAND
THEATRE

Smith

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING

Community Theatre

Wed., Thurs.
May 7, 8
Wed.. Thurs.
May 7, 8
WHISPER SMITH ,
FORCE
OF
ARMS, William
VS. SCOTLAND YARD
Holden,
Nancy
Olsen,
Frank
and
Lovejoy;
THE
CROOKED
BOOTS MALONE
WAY, John Payne, Sonny Tufts,
William Holden
Ellen Drew
Fri., Sat.
May 9, 10
May 9, 10,
THE BIG CARNIVAL,
Curt Fri., Sat.
BORDER SADDLEMATES
Douglas, Jan Sterling, Bob Arthur; NORTH OF THE GREAT
Rex Allen Cowboy Picture
DIVIDE. Roy Rogers, Penny Edand
wards, Gordon Jones
HERE
COME
THE NELSONS
Sun., Mon.. Tues.
May 11, 12, 13
CRAZY OVER HORSES, Leo Sun., Mon., Tues.
May 11, 12,13
Gorcey,
H untz
Hall,
Gloria
THE
PACE
THAT
THRILLS
Saunders; TOMAHAWK (techand
nicolor). Van Heflin, Yvonne DeCarlo
DAVID AND BATHSHEBA

SUN - MON - TUES

*. The BELLE of
&NEWY0RK
—FRED ASTAIRE f.
VERA ELLEN ■ Marioru MAIN

-~ TECHNICOLOR .'//„
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prexy Predicts
Enrollment Rise

ments of our military forces, it
seems likely that college enrollments will continue to drop during the next two or three years.

Within the next decade Ameri- schools and colleges must be
ady to accommodate the largest
umber of students in our history,
\)r. Phillips said Monday
Speaking before the York CounTcachcrs Association at Biddcrd, the President pointed out that
in the last two years college cnllments have fallen from their
ristwar peak. In American colges as a whole we probably have
roffl 13% to 17% fewer students
lay than was true two years ago.
loreover, in view of the require-

"However," he continued, "unless Korea turns into World War
III, we can expect that by 1960
more students will be in our colleges than ever before in history.
In part, this result will follow
from the natural Increase in population which has taken place, an
increase which has been especially rapid since 1940.
"Also important is the fact that
a rising percentage of our young
people are going to college. In
1900 but 4% of young people between the ages of 18 and 21 were

THREE

W. A. A. Announces Schedules
And Committees For Next Year;
Entertains Colby And U. Maine
in our colleges. By 1920 this had
doubled to 8%, and just prior to
the Korean conflict this percentage had doubled again to 16%. It
seems
likely/"
conchided
Dr.
Phillips, "that the ratio will continue to rise, since the advantages
of a college education are gaining increased recognition."

By Ruthe Haskins
Sports, special events and managers for ihe coining year were
decided at the first two meetings
cently.
Fall sports next year will be
field hockey, hiking, biking, tennis,
and riding. Mary van Volkenbnrgh
will be manager. Sports for early
winter arc badminton, bowling,
ping pong, and pool with Ann
Chick as manager. Winter sports
are basketball, skiing, and skating.
Ann Rich is manager.
Spring sports are volleyball and
tumbling with
Lorraine Julian.
Softball, archery, riding and golf
will be under Shirley Hendricks.
The s pecial events committee
heads were chosen. Joan Smith and
Shirley Hendricks are in charge
of
the
library
display during
Freshman Week. Carol Guild has
freshman
recreation.
and
Ann
Chick.the Halloween party.
Ann Rich will head the Back-toBates tea; Mary van Volkenbnrgh,
winter sports day. Shirley Hendricks will have charge of the ski
trip, and Ruthe Haskins. Betty
Bates night. Old-board-new-board

"blow"—or just jettison the whole job! But he
fathomed the matter when he suddenly realized
\%

that cigarette mildness can't be judged in one
quick spout! Millions of smokers have found, too,

- '4

there's a thorough cigarette test!
It's the sensible test... the 30-Day Camel
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels

:.:;;:

as your steady smoke — on a day-after-day,
pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments! Once
you've tried Camels in your "T-Zone"
(T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why . . .

After all the Mildness Tests ...

Camel leads all other brands bybiffions

Member* of the old ami new
hoards cooperated in presenting a
Play Day for Bates. Colby, and
Maim last Saturday. Representatives played cricket, softball, and
archery, Refreshments were served
in Rand gym after the activities.
The next two activities on the
W. A. A. spring calendar of events
will be Hare ami Hounds, an outing for the women's side of
campus, and the Awards Night
banquet to be held on May 20 in
Fiske Dining Hall.
There has been much agitation
about the present training program
offered by the W.A.A. A poll was
distributed to the girls' dorms during the past week to determine
opinions on the program. Needed
revision, if any. will be done by the
W. A. A. board at next week's
meeting.

Dodge To Show
Slides Of Japan

An anonymous gift of $30,000
to the college was announced recently by President Phillips in a
speech at Waterbury, Conn.
The President made the announcement in
speaking before
Mates alumni and parents of Pates
students
from
the
Waterbury
area.
The Waterbury meeting
was
the first of seven Bates gatherings
scheduled for late April, attended
by I'resilient and Mrs. Phillips

The pageant will be shown in
slides taken with a color camera

Alumni

Secretary

George

Gamble. They met with friends of
Bates in Bridgeport. Conn., and.
on following nights, in Hartford,
Conn.; Springfield anil Worcester.
Mass.: Providence. R. I.; and
Boston.

cigarette tests! He didn't know whether he should

banquet will be under Lorraine
Julian, while Miriam Winter will
plan the Hare and Hounds.

President Phillips
Announces Gift To
College Of *30,000

and

Loor guy was submerged in a veritable sea of

of the new W. A. A. Board re-

A Japanese pageant will be
shown by the president emeritus
of
Norwich
University
next
Wednesday at 8 p. m. in Chase
Hall.

by Dr. Homer L. Dodge last
summer while he was a member
of the engineering education mission to Japan.
Dr.
Dodge's
appearance
at
Bates follows a similar show at
the University of Maine, and is
the last appearance of the George
Colby Chase Lecture Series this
year. There is no charge for admission.

31 % Of Coeds Become
Spinsters; Hope Is Seen
Spinstcrhood is an outstanding
characteristic of women college
graduates.
But according to "They Went
to College," a new book by F.rncst Havtmann and Patricia S.
W< -t released by Harrourt. Brace

Dr. Leach's Class
Off To Historical
Sites Around Boston
A field trip to famous sites in
the Boston area will be taken by
an American history class May 15.
Dr. Leach's History 231 class
will visit and study sonic of the
most important sites connected
with the early fight for independence.
The trip will begin early in the
morning and include stops at Lexington and Concord, then the
Concord battlefiejd and on to Boston's Bunker Hill and other Huh
srpots such as Faneuil Hall and the
scene of the Boston Massacre.

and Company, "evidence indicates
that the trend is away front it.
Among graduates the career woman seems to be giving way to the
housewife', slowly but surely."
The book, based on surveys
made by Time Magazine, says that
•lie trend away from spinsterhood
is due to the decline of the feminist movement
which
motivated
many present day spinster graduates to seek careers rather than
risk the loss of independence they
feared in marriage.
The surveys found that older coed graduates made up an abnormally high percentage of the spinsters. Among non-college spinsters, the older age group is the
smallest
because
older women
have had more time to "catch" a
man.
However, the book points out
that the fact still remains that
spinsterhood among college graduates is much more prevalent than
among non-college women, at a
rate of 31 per rent for coeds to
(Continued on page eight)
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Editorials
Hot And Cold Running Air

Honor Study Seen The Ivory Tower
As Real Challenge Democrats Face Hot Fight
By Al Hakes

There has always been a lot of plain, ordinary bitching at Bates
and at other colleges and in all walks of life. There always will be.
Some of it is justified, some of it is just hot air.
About 60 per cent of Batcsy bitching is hot air, resulting from:
I. The fact that those doing the griping have not bothered to
get the facts from students or college officials in a position to
know.
2. Refusal of the griper to believe that the administration has
one iota of brains, ethics, or consideration for the individual
student.
3. Nursing of some real and many supposed grievances to such
an extent that every issue becomes an emotional one so that
it can't be examined calmly from all aspects.
4. Refusal to believe that problems can be solved by groups of
Authorised students hashing over the difficulty with faculty
and administration.
In other words, 60 per cent of the bitching is caused by misunderstanding, misinformation, and emotionalism. Both students
the administration are at fault here — the students for not getting
correct facts, the administration for being too indifferent whether
the students get the facts or not. If students knew better what was
going on, most of the 60 per cent worth of hot air would be cooled
off, except in the case of persons who really depend on it to make
conversation.
The 40 per cent of the bitching that is justified in whole or in
part is what really counts, not the hot air. And ii is justified gripes,
based on facts and reason, which can be ironed out.
It is true that some things the administration does, and some
ideas it holds, are picayune and petty and at times ill-considered
and short sighted. Rut it can be influenced to admit error, consider other viewpoints and even to change policy when confronted
by an organized and authorized group of students with a calm approach and well thought-out ideas. For instance, WVBC was a
new innovation which offered invaluable experience and fun to
many students; and after a three year experimental period the
Freshman dormitory policy was abandoned with the help of Stu-C
prodding.
Spring Fashion
During the past couple of months there has been a refreshing
tendency among campus leaders to realize that Bates problems
would never be solved by bitching alone, that the only way to
create understanding was to sil down and talk the whole thing
over rationally and get the views of all sides. One result has been
establishment of a Campus Relations Group composed of students,
and faculty and administration members. Why such an obvious
thing was not done long before is, well — irrelevant. At any rate,
the group has aired a lot of dirty wash, and from some reactions
it seems that the student members are quite surprised and pleased
to find that the elder members of the group are generally more
intelligent and less Puritanical than supposed.
When siudents. faculty and administration arc familiar with
all aspects of problems, it stands to reason that the Student Council and Student Government can propose changes that on their
parts are better founded, and which can be more wisely considered
by the administration in its turn.
Foot In The Door
Another step in the direction of better cooperation received its
final OK last week when the Stu-G's proposed Faculty Advisory
Board received administration approval. Next year the Stu-G wiil
be able to talk over its troubles with this board, which was championed by Dr. Zerby and firmly supported by the Dean of Women.
The next step toward better campus relations should be the
establishment of an athletic council to provide a sounding board
for the problems of athletes, coaches and administrators, thus
helping to strengthen the teams of a school which admittedly cannot afford to buy into big-time winning competition.
Just plain bitching gets no where. Bitching and childish notions
such as withholding class gifts do not solve any problems nor help
improve the college, which is presumably their aim. Those methods
are too easy, good for pampering a grudge and that's about all.
The negative way, like war, is always the easy way to escape a
problem. The trouble is that it doesn't solve anything. The tough
way — the positive method — is to sit down and sweat out the
problem firmly but patiently.
And it could be that in the coming year the faculty and administration may be revealed as easier to sit down and reason
with than some students themselves.

Spoilers Of Dreams
Dr. Bortner, head of the Department of Education, encourages
the Bates student-teachers to keep
a notebook of their own experiences in leaching.
Teaching has its lighter aspects
and many of the student-teachers
take note of them. John Myers, a
history teacher by nature and
training, was once called upon to
conduct a singing class. True' to
the Bates tradition of versatility.
John rose to the occasion and led
the class in a stirring rendition of
that great American musical
classical — "The Thing."
Mary Berryment, who teaches a

SOpHomore Latin class at the Edward Little High School, must
have recorded somewhere in her
notebook one of the many humorous moments which teachers experience.
One day. while Substituting at
the Webster Junior High School,
a starry-eyed girl in the eighth
grade asked her if she knew the
dark, tall, handsome fellow who
starred in the Robinson Players'
presentation of "Much Ado About
Nothing". Mary replied to the
stage struck admirer: "Yes, I
know him quite well — he's my
fiance."

By Carol Johnson
"Do I have a chance of graduating with honor?"
Before spring exams students
hear at Honors Day Chapel which
of the seniors have been elected to
honorary
societies — Phi
Beta
Kappa, the Bales Key, and the
College Club. The names of those
graduating with honors are announced. And every underclassman
secretly asks himself, "Can I possibly .graduate cum laude?" Many
of those Who are honest with themselves readily admit the answer is
a solid, resounding "No."
Here's Da Deal
Yet any student who has a general average of 3.0 in all subjects
and an average of 3.3 in his major
subject is eligible for honor study.
He must also secure the recommendation of the head of the department under which he plans to
work and the approval of the Committee on Honor Study.
What does a student have to go
through in order to graduate with
honor? It's a hard process, but one
that is challenging to the good
student. The four types of independent study from which the honors candidate may choose are listed
in the Hates College Bulletin. In
brief they lay emphasis on:
1. a written thesis
> special projects
3. "extensive departmental reading"
4. creative writing of drama or
fiction
Kach category includes an oral examination on all the courses a student has taken in his major subject and a written or oral exam on
his reading, writing, or special
projects.
The Soft Touch
Obviously, honor sludy involves
a great deal of work. Review for
the oral examination on all major
courses alone is a grueling task.
The thesis, the most popular of
the four projects, also involves a
tremendous amount of work. The
topic is either suggested by the
professor whom the candidate has
chosen to help him or proposed by
the student himself. Longer than
a senior thesis, the- honor study
thesis is usually between 150 and
200 pages when complete. Research for this voluminous piece of
writing is often begun in the summer. Because the student works
on the thesis from September to
May, six hours of credit are given
to the project.
Only Four Theses
This is not a task for those who
dislike intellectual work. But there
are redeeming factors that make
the burden easier: if the work is
succesesfully completed, final exams
in the major subject are excused in
the spring. Obviously the candidates have unlimited cuts, and
senior theses are excused in all departments but English, in which
all four are still required.
So don't give up the idea yet —
every year several majors in each
department undertake the monumental task. They look up reams of
material and watch the project
grow like proud parents of first offspring. They get gallons of sympathy from friends and respect, and
encouragement from the faculty.
In the end, most candidates survive to receive an ilnpressive title
on their diplomas. This guaranteees
the best chances for good jobs or
help for graduate studies.
Will you receive honors when
you graduate?

With convention time steadily drawing nearer, and the race
of both major parties still very much in doubt, the campaigns [(,
Presidential nominations still dominate the scene this week, to th
exclusion of almost everything else.
For the first time in twenty
years, both parties face open conventions. And for the first time m
even longer it is practically impossible to predict the results for
either the Democrats or the COP.
To keep things up to date, let's
return for a quick look at the
Democrats this week, and take up
the Republicans next time.

nomination it will be largely th
result of a stop-Kefauver move
inent among the professionals, a
probably not any Indication
popular
sentiment,
unless,
course, Mr. Harriman makes
whirlwind campaign in the nex
few weeks.
Kefauver??

Greatly bolstered in his effort
by. the Stevenson withdrawal an
by the announced support of Sen
tor Paul Douglas, Kstcs Kefauv
ably aided and abetted by his red
headed
wife
and
white-hair
father, continues his low prcssur
drive for support. Apparently tl
man most rauk-and-file Dem
crats prefer, Kefauver is st
having a long slow haul in
hunt for convention votes, despi
Harriman?
his willingness to take on anyon
Ever since then the whole race anywhere.
ha- become wide open.
Averill
Harriman, one of Mr. Truman's Kerr???, Russell???
S:ill nudging along in third
more capable
right-hand
men,
tossed his hat on the growing heap place is Oklahoma oilman Kerr
'
just in time to become the choice who doesn't seem likely to gel
of the New York state branch of anywhere. Hot on his heels v k>
the party. As of this writing Har- Georgia's Senator Russell, sti', ut
riman has an edge on delegates, the choice of much of the South DC
largely on the strength of that one especially the Southern machines
and all set to move past Ker: rl
state's action.
But he has done almost no cam- when the Southern delegates art I,I
F
paigning, and seems to have little chosen.
support elsewhere. If he gets the
(Continued on page eight)
On the Donkey side of the ledger, Harry Truman threw bombshell number one when he did not
choose to run. The politicos, after
a lot of hemmihg and hawing, had
just begun to settle their sights on
Adlai Stevenson, when the gentleman from Illinois tossed in
bombshell number two by announcing that he concurred in
Harry's sentiments,
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Grapevine .. .
The cast of the next Robinspn
Players' production, "The Miser,"
went to Boston this weekend to see
Tufts' production of "Fashion" in
the arena theater. They enjoyed it,
but like all good Bates students,
felt it couldn't hold a candle to our
own version of the play last year—
no one but the Bates clan -Booed or
cheered. In fact, during intermission they were requested to "tone it
down" as they were disturbing the
actors.
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Clan's Chant Sure Sign
Of Co-ed Dorm Spirit

By Lorraine Julian
\pathy, apathy . . . lately cvcryhas been crying "apathy".
thing to do (and no one would
it anyway) and no place to go.
lut there are times when this term
es not apply, and one of these is
>ut eleven o'clock in almost any
dorm on campus,
uieter Half Revolts
l-'or instance, what <lorm was
irged room damage for dribbling
ater
via
wastehaskets
down
iree flights of stairs? What dorms
ted sheets for the same purpose?
nd what dorm was charged for
r removal' of several hundred
uiiic yards of crumpled newspaper
i)

PECKS
Give Mother
something useful
on her day
BOXED
STATIONERY
famous Eaton quality boxed
stationery — high grade letrpaper and envelopes in
many styles.

$1.00
LUIGHT
^ wonderful light
lamps on anywhere —
ing machines, tables,
ribs — even to a book.
Wd bulb included.

that
sewbeds,
Cor'

$2.95
OUBLE DECK
D
LAYING CARDS
Jo many handsome back
resigns — fine quality cards
- for bridge or canasta.

$1.80
Dozens of other interesting
and useful gifts m our
s
'ationery department. All
'he new books plus stand'""d fiction and non-fiction
2" fountain pens, pencils.

which on a Saturday night
slacked to the ceiling of
Strategic room,- (or why
son and Jack Frost will
cers in two months!)

had been
a certain
Al Johnhave ul-

Chant Of The Klan
Nowhere, or at any other time,
do heretofore stagnant imaginations work more clearly than on
change - the - dirty - sheets - after vacation night. Much to the dismay
of the juniors, who usually are
studying Cultural madly, strange
noii-es emanate from the third floor
regions. The rumble grows louder
and louder, and finally the spectacle
begins. The entire third floor,
looking like escapees from a Ku
Klux Klan meeting, chant outside
their proctors' room for the removal of the infamous linens. Once the
clean sheets are distributed, they
are religiously carried back to the
third floor. But by this time all
beds arc now on the second floor,
and the situation tends to be a little tense. But then, what's a little
perfume between friends, especially when it is generally sprayed
around several rooms?
100% Proof Spirit
Apathy? We doubt it. Spirit? Absolutely! Some people will call it
foolishness, immaturity or downright ignorance. But the dorm isn't
regarded as merely a place to study
and sleep. You find that the sedate
girl on the second floor can be just
as much fun as the rest of the mob.
The whole noisy method may be a
rather unorthodox way to unify a
house, but the spirit shows up in
such activities as the dorm basketball and volleyball games.
(Continued on page eight)
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Willis, Aiken, And Smith
Tangle In Great Debate
By Louise Sweeney
The air was thick with Valkyries, Bach chorales, and Atonal
Scales last Tuesday night at the
C.A. monthly meeting in Chase
Hall. "The Great Debate" was
underway; Dr. Willis, Mr. Aiken,
and Professor Smith were arguing the question of Classical vs.
Romantic vs. Modem Music respectively.

He claimed that the important
thing behind all the "paraphernalia" of music is the story of people living grand and heroic lives.
Aiken
named Wagner as the
greatest of all Romantic composers because he produces " grander perspective of the possibilities
The senior class meeting
of human nature". He stated the
Friday would have been exDr. Willis proved his point in case for Romantic music by arcellent entertainment for the
the first few minutes of the de- guing that the human spirit finds
nan-partisan observer. Some of
bate by as-king for a show of its greatest expression there.
the most famous showmen of
hands from everyone who had Debussy Disregarded
the campus took part in a
ever heard Bach's "Jesu, Joy of
Professor Smith, debating the
heated debate between the
Man's
Desiring",
or
Handel's
case for present day music, sub"givers" and the "not-on-your"Messiah",
and
pointing
out,
divided it into three categories.
lifers." The meeting was run
from the show of hands, that obHe classified one type as modby strict parliamentary proceviously classical .music was wideern,
or similar to the abstract art
dure, but Dave Moore almost
ly recognized as the most admir- produced around 1925. A second
broke it up when he demanded
able of all music. He characterclassification was "contemporary
that they "amend the amendized classical music as "polished,
music, which expresses the mood
ment to the amendment."
crisp, and clear, holding emotions of today". The third tpye was
In getting names for the caption in check".
"serious
musk", designated as
in this week's canoe trip picture, Discovers Nature
the work of a composer who is
we thought of something. The colHe added that its composer-; trying a new way of expressing
lege has a rigid policy against coare masters of instruments, then himself significantly. Debussy was
ed canoeing; so what'-. Marcel docited Bach, Handel. Haydn, half poltiely disregarded as too early
ing there? Could be he tried to
of Beethoven, and Mozart as ex- to be included in any of these
♦tow away behind the extra padample of classical music at its lists. George Gershwin and L«dle, but probably he's just a driver
best. Dr. Willis defined a classi- Roy Anderson were gently exJohn Myers demonstrated
cist as "one who discovers the cluded, too.
the function of a student court
rules of nature, doesn't devise
Professor
Smith
characterized
by setting one up in education
them." He concluded that classi- present day music as "Atonal, or
class. He appointed five judges
cal music stands up the longest. having a lack of tonality of key".
and accused little Charlie Papthat people always return to it, He added that this music is
pas of playing baseball in the
because it is great.
rhythmical, rather than lyrical,
school corridor and breaking
because it is a reflection of the
Mr.
Aiken.
in
stating
the
case
a window. Charlie paddled to
social- feeling of our times. He
for
the
Romanticists,
began
by
the judges' bench, took a quick
hastily acknowledging that there concluded by saying that modern
look at the ball glove used as
are
Romanticists
other
than music really hasn't yet been disfake evidence, and announced
^
Wagner. Schubert, Berlioz, Schu- covered.
that he throws right-handed
In
his
rebuttal,
Dr.
Willis
dismann
and
Lizst.
He
.maintained
and since the glove was also
that "warmth of feeling, emotion, missed modern music by asking
right-handed, he was innocent.
we
should
take
it
humanity, even form, too, are whether
The judges were unconvinced
seriously
at
all
if
it
hasn't
yet
characteristic
of
Romantic
muso little Gary Somers testified
sic." Then Mr. Aiken centered found itself. He added that he
that he had seen Charlie in the
(Continued on page eight)
his argument on Wagnerian mu(Continued on page eight)
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WVBC Schedule
Wed.

Thurs.

Sat.

Fri.

7:00
9:00
9:05
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:30
10:55
11:00
12:00

News
Sports
Scoreboard
Guest
Star
Radio
Workshop
Campus
Chatter
Side by
Side
Show
Time
News
Sign Off

News
Sports
Scoreboard
Lion's
Den
Dream
Time
News
Anaylsis
Intro to
Opera
BigT
News
Sign Off

News
Sports
Scoreboard
Bandstand
Down East
Hoedown
Double
Cyn
Best by
Request
Your
Girl
News
Sign Off

Sun.
Symphony
Hall
Sign Off

Your Sat.
Nite Date

*

Courtesy

Quality

Service

GLENWOOD
BAKERY

Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

Tues.

News
Sports
Scoreboard
Especially
For You
Pop
Vocalists
Musical
Variety
Gil., Sul! .
and Kyte
Club 52

News
Sports
Scoreboard
Music to
Remember
ti

it

JacWsEisner
It don't pay
to be smart
News
Sign Off

Sign Off

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best!

Mon.

•News
Sign Off

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS
CHEMICALS
BIOLOGICALS

SAM'S
The

sic, or what he called "emotional
feelings mixed with horses".

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031
4 Registered Pharmacists

ypedfh

JEWELERS
SINCE 1859

50 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

DRY CLEANSING

Pleases
Particular
Patrons
*
10 PARK STREET
Right Off Main Street

STECKINO HOTEL
and cafe

SERVICE

Hai>e 7ou Tried STECKINO'S Original PIZZA PIES?
SERVING ITALIAN and AMERICAN FOODS
STEAKS —CHOPS—SALADS our specialty
Dial 4-4151
104 Middle St., Lewiston
"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS * FURRIERS

Call and Delivery
Agent:
MURIEL PLAYS
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Cat Nips By Ray Zelch

,

When the Bates baseball team
dropped that 4-.1 decision to the
University of Maine last Saturday,
many of the local fans started singing the popular Bates refrain
"We're Back in the Cellar Again."
The loss to the Black Bears dropped the Bobcats into the lower
berth of the State Series with a one
and three record, two full games behind the league leader, Bowdoin.
This game was a highly important
one for the Ca1s, for if they had
taken it, it would have meant that
they would be right in the thick of
the fight But now the possibilities
for a championship seem a little
dubious, for Bates must win the
rest of the state games while Bowdoin must drop a couple.
Bates had a few chance* to
take the game, but as was the
story in the Bowdoin game,
couldn't capitalize when there
were men on bases. The Cats
collected 10 hits off Hank
Woodbury while the Maniacs
were hitting for fifteen off
Larry Quimby and Andy McAuliffe. This is not to be taken
that we are second-coaching
Bob Hatch, but there are a few
after-game "ifs" connected with
this one. IF Coach Hatch left
Quimby in the game in the winning seventh inning, would he
have gotten out of the inning
without a run being scored on
him? or IF McAuliffe had not

i

uncorked his wild pitch when
facing his first batter with a
man on third, would he have
eventually scored anyway? This
was just another one of those
instances where one break can
bust the game open.
It a hard-luck guy has to be singled out, the decision would probably have to fall to Richie Raia. In
his first two appearances at the
plate, Rkrhic came through with
two well-stroked base hits. The next
two times, he was literally "robbed"
of hits by fine fielding on two hard
hit balls which seemed destined to
go for hits. And then in the fateful
ninth inning with a possible chance
to tie or win the game, Richie hit
back to the ptcher for the final out.
Here was another example of how
the "hall takes a funny bounce at
times."
Bob Hatch was forced to present somewhat of a make-shift
line-up with only Quimby, McAuliffe, Wettlauffer, and Hammer playing what is normally
their
right positions. Dick
Berry behind the plate was in
the outfield last year. Don
Hamilton at first base is a
catcher by trade. Raia at the
keystone sack played the outfield last year. Stan Ladd, the
shortstop, could classify into
that position because that is his
normal position although he has
(Continued on page seven)

Tennis Team Wins Twice;
Golfers Beaten 7-2, 7^-1%
By Pete Knapp
The Bates tennis team successfully inaugurated a slightly delayed
season by beating Colby 6-3, and
the University of New Hampshire
by an identical score last week on
the Garcelon Field courts. Meanwhile, the golf team continued to
go into the red, losing to Rhose Island State 7-2 at Martindale, and
Maine T/i-l'A at the Penobscot
Valley Country Club.
After being rained out of their
first three scheduled matches, the
tennis team finally squared against
Colby, Thursday. The Garnets
started off with a bang by garnering wins in five out of the six
singles matches and the number
one doubles match. George Cory,
Mort Berkowitz, Al Goddard, Hank
Stred and Walt Reuling scored
victories for Coach Lloyd Lux.
Cory and Goddard took their
doubles match, 6-2; 3-6; 6-3.
Friday afternoon, the Bobcats
took on the University of New
Hampshire in a match originallv
scheduled for Tuesday. The score
was even at three up at the end of
tin singles, but Bates came through
to sweep the doubles matches and
win 6-3. Dave Dick, Hank Stred
and Al Rubin won their singles

matches, with Cory. Berkowitz and
Goddard losing. Stred and Dick
came through with a 6-2; 7-5 win,
in the first doubles match, while
Cory and Berkowitz won 6-3; 0-6;
7-5. The other doubles match was
won by Goddard and Rubin; 3-6;
7-5: 7-5.
In the return golf match with
the University of Rhode Island
State. Ralph Froio was the only
Bate> man to win. F.cio carded a,
neat 82 to beat Jim Pazzullo, six
and five. Froio and Bob Putnam,
who dropped his (natch three and
two, took best ball for the other
Bates point. Lynn Willscy, Charlie
Bueknam, Al Dexter and Art
Parker dropped their matches as
the
Bobcats
lost
their
third
straight. The University of Rhode
Island had previously beaten the
turfmen earlier this season at
Kingston, R. I.
Against the University of Maine
Saturday at Orono, Coach Jim
Miller's puttsters did not fare much
better. Maine's Connie Bosworth
shut an 82 to beat Froio, while
Lynn Willscy tied his opponent.
Froio and Willscy took best ball.
In the other matches, Bob Putnam
lost
three
and
two:
Charlie
I'm l-ii.mi lost two up; Tony Or(Continued on page seven)

Frosh Pastimers Bears Surge Hot In Ninth
Sweep 2 Games
For Clean Slate Overwhelm Bobcats 8-3 V
By Mel King
The Bates freshmen baseball
team continued unbeaten in four
starts as they toppled I.cwiston
High 15-11, last Wednesday and
knocked off Hebron Academy 10-4,
Friday in two away game.s
Fireballcr Herb Morton led the
Bates Frosh to their third straight
victory of the year, beating Lewiston High. Herb held the highschoolers scoreless for the first
five innings. Gary Burke exchanged
his third 'base spot for Herb's position on the mound in the sixth inning. Bob Atwatcr, Morton and
Paul Barbcra wielded the big stick
for Coach Bob Hatch's Bobkittens.
Bob Rcny started off the game
with a single to left field. Morton
belted a triple to score Reny. In
the second inning, Barbcra singled
and Ernie Ern doubled, sending
Barl>era to third. Barbera scored
on Gene Soto's long fly hall. Atwater then hit a long line drive
over the left field fence for a tworun homer.
The big Bates rally came in the
fifth
inning,
when
Schroder
touched off a nine-run surge with
a 'base on balls, followed by Barbcra's double. Ern walked to load
the bases and Atwater and Burke
walked to send in two runs. Reny
was safe on the first baseman's error, Ern and Atwater scoring and
Burke going to third. Schroder
singled, scoring Morton and sending Hall to third. Schroder took
second on the throw, and Barbcra
walloped a triple to unload the
sacks.
The I.cwiston runs came in the
sixth, seventh and eighth innings,
when Burke, who had had no practice this season as a pitcher, let
in the eleven Lewiston runs. Burke
was replaced in the ninth by Morton, who finished the game by
setting down without difficulty.
Bobkittens Roll Over Hebron
In the Hebron game, the unbeaten Bobkittens started rolling in the
fourth frame to run up the tally on
Hebron hurlers Pete Cavanaugh
and Chuck Arnold. Herb Morton
fanned 13 of the prepsters. Jack
Cannon in his first appearance as a
starter, had two of the six Bates
hits and batted in three runs.
Spcnce Hall also had two solid
hits.
The prepsters were ahead 1-0 until the fourth inning, when the Hebron pitcher walked three men, enabling the Kittens to score two
runs without any hits. In the sixth
inning. Jack Cannon knocked in
Morton and Ern stole home to
make the score 4-1.
But the big rally came in the
seventh frame. Schroder scored on
a wild throw and Reny walked.
Morton reached first on the shortstop's error, and Spenrc Hall unloaded a long blast into the woods
in left field for an automatic
double, scoring Reny and moving
MOrton to third. Cannon hit a line
drive to centerfield for two runs to
put the game on ice.

With Art Bishop and Andy McAuliffe hooked up in a pitchers'
duel until the nnth inning, the Bowdoin Polar Bears regained full posgesstoft of the State Scries lead with
an 8-3 win over the Bobcats. The
loss dropped Bates, who had previously knocked over Bowdoin 5-3.
into third place.

Attention!
Bates Students
—SHOES—
FOR EVERY OCCASION
SPORT AND DRESS

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST., AUBURN

4-7671

s

IN NEW CALIFORNIA STYLED
SANDTONES

$5.95
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

FOR

CALL

TEL.

Our Food Is Still The Best
Advertisement We Have

SLACKS

Landmark Fo Hungry Americans

PORTLAND ROAD, AUBURN, MAINE

PEPPER STEAKS
FRIED' CLAMS

MEN'S CREASE-RESISTANT

Modern Cleaners

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavor 1

Specialties

1C

Corsages

LIGHT LUNCHES

GENDRON'S
Lunch Bar

LOBSTER ROLLS

Open Daily Year 'Round

—

rit

Intramural Schedul

HOWARD JOHNSON' s
FULL COURSE MEALS

•i
ira

All told the Bears collected ni
hits off the servings of McAulifl ey
and put them to good advanta 111
with seven walks, as they left ti en
men on base. Andy had handcuff cli
Bates Fails In Eighth
Bowdoin earlier in the season w <l
Bowdoin had a 3-0 margin is a two-hitter, but Bishop was \, Kt
Bates came to bat in the last of the tough with runners on base in <\ oh
A;
eighth inning. Then Richie Raia game.
eal
drew a walk, and singles by Johnny
> ti
Wcttlaufer
and
Fred
Douglas
pin
moved Raia around to score, but
>'
Dave Purdy and Dave Harkins hit
tin
up in the air to end what might May
1 South v. JB (ground)
IOT
been a possible uprising. With the
1 Sampsonville v. Middle
i ii
score 3-1, the Bobcats might have
> North (Ebert) v. Bardwell f. e
had a chance in the ninth, but five
3 North (Evelcth) v.
fhri
big runs for Bowdoin in the top
Off-Campus
ft
A
of the frame clinched the game. In
I
the Bates half of the inning, doubles Mav 8
Off-Campus (Morse) v.
by Stan Ladd and Don Hamilton
i
South
6
and a Bowdoin error plated two
> North (Ebcrt)v. Bardwell 6 iy
runs, but Rishop settled down to re3 RB v. Off-Campus
6 pC
tire the side.
its
9
May
The Bears picked up single runs
1
1 South v. Mitchell
h
in the second, fifth, and seventh in> Middle v. JB (up)
n-r
6
nings. In the second. Jack Cosed
3 North (Evcleth) v.
grove's double was followed by an
OffjCampus
6
error and a sacrifice fly. In the fifth,
lire
three Bowdoin hits were good for May 12
1 North (Ebert) v. South d Ft
one run before McAuliffe struck out
.:
Off-Campus (Morse) v.
the side, and another run crossed
Mitchell
6 ,111
the plate in
the seventh
on
3 Sampsonville v. RB
6 ie
"Drew" wild pitch on ball four to
irn
May
13
Andy Lano with Jack McGovern,
is
1
JB
(up)
v.
Off-Campus
4
who had three hits in the game, on
tee
1
North
(Ebert)
v.
third base.
Off-Campus (Morse)
Cats Strand Nine
59
Middle v. North (Kvrleth)
ok
Bardwell v. JB (ground!
Although the Bol>cats collected
ir<j
s< veil hits. Bishop was extremely May 14
ho
tought with men on base and as a
1 South v. JB (ground)
Sampsonville v. JB (up)
result.
the
Bobcats left
nine
Itfa
Middle v. RB
stranded. Damage could have been
T
Off-Campus (Morse) v.
dune in the third inning when with
en
Bardwell
two out. Norm Hammer lifted a
iitriple to deep left field, and Wett- May 15
tm
laufer and Douglas drew walks. But
1 Mitchell v. JB (ground)
in
Purdy, who had singled in the first
(Continued on page eight)

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Campus Agents
CHRIS NAST, '53
CHARLIE PAPPAS, '53
27 Bardwell

inning with nobody on base, flj
out with the bases loaded. T
Cats were getting the hits but n
when they were needed the m0

DUBES
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

FOR THAT
EVENING SNACK
Try

A Hamburg
from

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
Near Campus Avenue

■
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h Northeastern Got There
With Mostest In Romp
T
■:
no
ni
ita,

t«
uff

By Roger Schmutz
!•'ustCM with thi' mostest" is the
ase that best describe! the perrrnance of the Northeastern I'nir>ity track team last Saturday as
,-y
completely
swamped
the
unestanding Rates track and field
n 1OJ-J-4 to 31 !4- Four sweeps
eluding three in the field events
1 the Huskies' scoring parade
,r the outiiianiK'd and outclassed
ilicats.
As usual. Bates proved especially
:ik in the field events, managing
take only 814 out of a possible 63
iiits. The field event half of the
>gram was considerably closer.
iough even here the Huskies
.re than doubled the score of their
all as they tallied 49 points to
Bobcats' _'3.
hree Bates Wins
All of Bate.-- three unconditional
-Is of the afternoon were racked
in the running events. Nate
one showed home of his former, s|ieed as he led the way to the
ie in a 10:4 hundred. The BobIs added six points to their t.»t:iI
the 220 yard low hurdles as
r-lmproving Johnny Dalco copI an impressive lir>t and Don
eatherbee registered a close-up
rd.
Following tiie general pattern of
past two years, the greatest
nit producing event for Bate- w.is
half-mile. Here Bob Goldsmith
ned in a good 2:02:2 clocking in
final warm-up for the state
et at Orouo this week. Bob folded teammate Joe Green through
59 second first quarter and then
k over to win by about three
ds. He was followed by Green
ho registered the fastest half of
can er, a .-olid 2:03 job.
ther Bates Scorers
The oilier Bobcat second places
re scored by Clyde Eastman in
javelin and Booue in the broad
nip. Curt Osborne added 2%
ints to the Bobcat's cause as he
as involved in an unusual four-

Fountain
Specials
In Cool, Air Conditioned
Pleasant Surroundings

NICHOLS
TEA ROOM
TeL 2-6422
162 Lisbon St.

Lewis ton, Me.

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER

way tie for first place in the pole
vault. The remainder of the home
team's points were turned in as a
results of thirds stored by Tom
Halliday in the mile. Gene Harlcy
in the two mile. Win Rice in the 220
and Roger Schmutz in the quarter.
On the basis of these performances, it appears that the Bobcats
will have to be satisfied with a third
place at best in the 53rd annual
running of the State track and field
meet at the University of Maine
Saturday.

Cat Nips
(Continued from page six)
been seen playing elsewhere.
Dave Harkins in right field usually catches except this year
he is still bothered by his leg
injury, and did play first base
against Bowdoin. And Fred
Douglas in left field is usually
at the initial base. It makes it
tough on a coach to find a wellbalanced line-up and batting order especially when three of
your players aren't ready to see
action. Jim Moody is bothered
with eye-trouble. Dick Berkquist hasn't been feeling well of
late, and Dave Purdy wasn't on
campus over the weekend.
Bates can now claim one undefeated varsity team representing
the college. The tennis team, being
coached this year by Athletic Director Lloyd Lux, has won its first
two matches against Colby and the
University of New Hampshire. The
latter match was a pretty interesting affair to watch, because in order
for hate-, to win it had to cop two
of the three doubles matches, As
it was the Cats swept all three.
Then- are some good tennis players
on the squad with George Cory.
Mort Berkowitz, Dave Dick, Al
Goddard, Hank Stred. Al Rubin.
and Walt Reuling seeing the brunt
of action. There should be a lot of
interest in the State Tournament
which will be held here the 14th and
15th of this month.
The varsity track team really
felt the disadvantage of being
small in number as Northeastern went to town and bypassed
the century mark in the meet
last week. The State Meet will
be held Satuday at the University of Maine, with Bowdoin
figuring to repeat its championship. And the Polar Bears do
appear strong enough to do it.
Bates and Colby will probably
fight it out for third place.

Tydol

Bates Loses To Bears;
Fall To Fourth Place

The Freshman runners added another win to their already overflowing -coffers by crushing a weak
Deering squad last Thursday, 91-25.
Bates took first in all but two
ol the 13 events, sweeping five of
them. The heaviest concentration
of Garnet strength was in the disr
cus. shot, and javelin throws, in
which the Frosh whitewashed their
opponents, 27-0.

By Bob Kolovson
thc first inning on a triple and a
The old proverbs don't always single. The Garnet fought back in
hold true. For about a minute and the third and pushed two runs
a half at Garcelon Field Saturday across the plate to take the. lead.
afternoon it appeared as if the an- Richie Raia singled sharply to cen-

Fay Leads Individual Scorers
The nine highest individual scoring honors all went to Bates men.
Doug Fay leading the pack with
16 points. Two men. Dave Talcott
and Ed McKinnon, ><ored ten
each.
Fay .mil McKinnon ran first and
second in the three shortest runs.
the 100. 22(1, and 440. The Bobkittens also took third place in two of
the three.
A high wind kept the dash and
weight men from recording any
outstanding times or distances. Fay
ran the 100 yard dash in 10.8. the
220 in 24.5. and the 440 in 54 seconds.
Talcott Sweeps Hurdles
Dave Talcott swept both hurdle
events with Paul MacAvoy right
behind him in the high and third
in the low. The winning times for
the two events were 20.7 and 23.5.
The Kittens picked up seven
more points in the 880, Buzzy Bird
winning the event and I.es Gilinaii
taking third.
Deering was able to win only
two events, tin mile run and the
pole vault. Bates held almost even,
though, in these two events.
Bill Kent earned 9 points in his
three events. He eclipsed two other
Freshmen to win the javelin throw
with a toss of 151 ft. 7V4 in., finished second in the pole vault, and
third in the 440.
Other Bate> firsts were a tie in
the high jump between Stan Barwise and Burwell of Deering. F.d
Holmes in the discus, and l'hil
Cowan in the shot put.
After yesterday's meet with Hebron, the Bobkittens have just one
more meet in preparation for their
big test against the University of
New Hampshire. They run in a triangular meet with Cony and F.dwaril I.ittle High Schools next
Tuesday afternoon on Garcelon
Field
while the University of Maine
appears to be the number two
(Continued on page eight)

Heating Oils

On Route 100

Federal Tires

Jimmy's Diner

Phone i-HeV
For Fine Foods

Edrick J. Thibodeau

—

On Route 100

-

Auburn, Maine

WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSSES STOP

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

LEWISTON

-

MAINE

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

the U. of Maine racked up its first befuddled Bear flipper, unmindful of
State Series win of the season, 4-3. the fact that he had Raia hung up
Woodbury Loses Control
between third and home, threw into
With two out in the last of the center field in an attempt to force
ninth. Bear hurler Henry Wood- Hamilton. Raia scored and Hamilbury suddenly lost control and is- ton went to third on the miscue;

First Sack Blues

Stan Lacld out at first by two strides in the Bowdoin game. Jack
Cosgrove takes the throw for Bowdoin.
PHOTO BY CONKLIN
Bued passes to Dick Berry and
Andy McAulifTe. With the tying
and winning run- now on the bases
and the aforementioned maxim revolving vigorously in the bosoms
of the Bates followers, junk-tossing
Woodbury rose to the occasion by
getting Richie Raia to bounce
back to the mound.
Larry Qiiimby gave up ten solid
hits in suffering his third straight
defeat of the season, although he
wan't around at the finish, McAuliffe took over for him in the
seventh with the score tied 3-3. one
out. runners on second and third,
and on his second serve, wildpitched Black Bear Dave Bates (no
relation to the college) across the
plate with the winning run. It was
a tough way to lose a hard-fought
contest which featured a gametying steal of home, some good
.•risp hitting, and a constantly
cbanging lead.
The visitors went out front 1-0 in

"Haiiibone" came in a moment
later on a wild pitch.
Maine scored twice to retake the
lead in the fifth., but the Cats cams
bark to tie it in their half of the
sixth.
Norm
Hammer walked,
moved to second on shortstop
Stan
Ladd's sacrifice, and advanced to third on Harkins' single.
On the second pitch to Berry,
Norm got a great jump on Woodbury and slid home under a high
throw to make it 3-3.
Bates Turns Traitor
Then came the fateful seventh.
Villainous Dave Bates, a traitor to
his noble nomenclature, singled
with one out and reached third,
thanks to the combination of another one-baser plus left fielder
Fred Douglas' anemic throw. McAuliffe then replacea Quimby and
made his fatal fling.
Thereupon came the futile ninth.

Tennis, Golf

match. Tomorrow they will meet
the University of New Hampshire
(Continued from page six)
in a return match at Durham. N. H.
landella lost three and two; and The golf team played Bowdoin
Ken Lyford lost four and three. Monday and will tee off again ColThis afternoon the tennis team by at Waterville on Thursday afwill play M.I.T. in an away ■ ternoon.

BATES HOTEL
WHERE EVERYONE
GOES DANCING
TWO FLOOR SHOWS
NIGHTLY
8:45 and 11:00

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
•■

cient adage, "The game's never ter and stole second. First baseover 'till the last man is out," man Don Hamilton poked one into
might show its merit once again. left to send Richie to third. Fred
But on this occasion it proved in- Douglas thereupon belted a savage
adequate and so did the Bobcats as drive off Woodhury's leg, and the

Auburn, Maine

BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND

Lewiston

Rcmeo E. Thibodeau

Kittens Crush
Deering 91-25
For Third Win

JIMMY'S

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
18 Spruce St.

Veedol

SEVEN

54 Ash Street

Tel. 4-6459
162 MIDDLE STREET

■——

83 Lisbon St.

~*~

Lewiston

•/«y
EIGHT
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Coed Spinsterhood

Two ten dollar prizes will be
given for the two best works of
creative
writing
from
the
.-ophoniorc class submitted to
the
Englilh
department
by
May 17. The works may be poetry, short story or any other
type of creative writing.

(Continued from page three)
only 13 per cent for non-college
women.
One theory offered for this
gloomy picture is that college women are simply too choosy to
compete successfully in the race
for a husband.

The Ivory Tower

Another
theory
reported
in
"They Went to College" is that
parents are more willing to put a
less attractive and less .marriageable girl through college than her
more handsome sister; or thai the
less marriageable girl has herself
gone to great lengths to get
through college.
Moving
from
speculation
to
facts, the book discusses factors
which affect chances of coed marriage. "The first and most surprising" is that 48 out of 100 Catholic
graduates -do not marry, in spite
of the fact that Catholics "have
the strongest tradition of family;
no other church group has taken
any such official position against
divorce or birth control."
Only 23 out of 100 Jewish coeds remain unwed, only 31 out of
100 for Protestants. Study of surveys failed to reveal the reason
for the fact that nearly half of
Catholic coed graduates fail to
marry.

(Continued from page four)
There are a few scattered votes
for other favorite sons, et cetera,
but for the most part, this is the
field. No one of the present candates appears to be in a strong
enough position at the, moment to
be making any predictions. Nor,
with the issues largely undrawn
as yet, does this normally large
factor leetn likely to sway many
voters, except possibly in the
South where Civil Rights continue
unpopular.

Spring Concert

Cat Nips

(Continued from page one)
of the violin. He also is noted as
a conductor and composer. He has
appeared with the Boston Symphony and the Columbia Network
Orchestra in America and the Vienna Symphony in Europe.

(Continued from page seven)
team. The Bobcats swamped
Colby in a dual meet and finished three points higher in a
quadrangular meet. How will it
work out this Saturday when
the chips will be down and
something to fight for is present? After all, third place is betten than fourth when you're in
a State Meet.
The golf team dropped its match
to the University of Maine last Saturday at Orono for its third straight
defeat. However, the linkmen still
manage to avert shut outs. They
met Bowdoin yesterday and are
scheduled to take on Colby at Waterville tomorrow.

Following the concert the MacFarlane Club will hold an informal
reception at the Women's Union.
The program is as follows:

Seniors Vote Gift
(Continued from page one)
gift, but that decision turned 0
to be inconclusive.
The so-called anti-gift f„rrj
then suggested that the money
donated to a charity. This artn.
precipitated another lengthy aroJ
ment, this time over fine points
the wording. The resulting niotio
that the whole student body \
whether to include charities on tl
gift ballot, was defeated 42-28.
" 'Tis Better To Give"
Finally, a resolution that, the •>j|
be given to Bates was passed, 43-2,
Judith N'evers is in charge of
•committ<e which will draw up
list of gift suggestions, with ih|
class voting on the proposed itenil
in the near future.
Stanley Patterson
served
\
moderator, intermittently tuminl
over the chair to Trenholm an]
Beverly
Hauer. Beverly volunl
leered to assume the steering posfl
tion temporarily when the ant
gift faction asked for a new mr>rl|
erator.
Trenholm announced at the me
ing that the class treasury nrri
contains $551.21, with $70 to til
added soon. Each senior will be all
lowed five tickets for Commence!
ment, which will take place June
at the Lewiston Armorv.

I.
Cbaconne in F Major
Chambonnicres
Pieces de Clavecin
Coupcrin
Lcs Moissonneurs
Les Raricades Misterieuses
La Soeur Monique
Four German Dances
Haydn
Four Sonatas
Scarlatti
Barcarolle
Tempo di Ballo
(Continued from page five)
Aria
considered modern music, based
Who???
on "the rhythm of primitive AfriHorncall
can tribes, an indication of great
Harpsichord
One thing is sure: the Democultural decadence."
crats will have a candidate (or
II.
The Defense Rests
maybe more than one). But who
I.icbe.-liedcr Waltzer
Mr. Aikcn then sprang to Wagit will be is still the party'si num. Johannes Brahms ner's defense. Dr. Willis had atber one mystery.
A Tremor's in the Branches
tacked him as "invmoral. given to
who worked their way through
Nightingale. Thy Sweetest Song orgies, and having a bad effect
college in whole or part. It also
Bird in Air Will Stray Afar
Upon students." Mr. Aikcn cited
debunked the idea that girls who
Was Once a Pretty, Tiny Birdie specific scenes in "Tristram" and
were "grinds" or stay-at-homes
In Wood Embowered, 'Neath "Parsifal" to prove that Wagner
fared any worse than the "allAzure Skies
gratified the sublime as well as
The book also noted that the around" girl. If anything, a larger
No, There is No Bearing with the sensual nature of man. Mr.
percentage of coeds who remained percentage of the first two types
These Spiteful Neighbors
Aiken finished by explaining to
spinsters was higher among those married than the last type.
The Bates Choral Society
(Continued from page six)
Dr. Willis, "After all, any person
who
really
likes
Wagner
has
to
1
North (Bberl) v. Mitchell 6
INTERMISSION
have a sense of humor."
2 Sampsonville v.
III.
Professor Smith defended presNorth (Evelcth)
6
Sonata in (> Minor
Henry Purcell ent day music by pointing out that
3 Middle v. Off-Campus
6
Adagio
even Bach, the foremost classicist, Mav 16
Allegro moderate
wasn't fully appreciated until 100
Off-Campus (Morse) v.
Largo
years after his death. He urged
South
2 JB (up) v. RB
Vivace
that we "give modern music anRomaneses Variations
other fifty years".
3 JB (ground) v.
Biagio Marini
North (Ebert)
Sonata No. 12 in D Minor
Mav 19
( I.a Follia)
Arcangelo Corelli
1 Bardwell v. Mitchell
Violin and Harpsichord
1 North (Evelcth) v. RB
(Continued from page five)
OlT-('.'in>|Hi- (Morse) v.
book closet with Mary Lou at
JB (ground)
the
time
the
window
was
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
3
Sampsonville
v.
broken. The defendant was acSCHOOL OF LAW
Off-Campus
quitted, but will probably be
NEW YORK
Maj 20
hauled back into court for
Sampsonville v. Middle
Three-Year Day Course
blacking Gary's eye because he
Four-Year Evening Course
Bardwell v..South
was spying.
3
JB
(up) v.
CO-EDUCATIONAL
North
(Eveleth)
6 11
Member of Assn. of American

Great Debate

Intramural Schedule

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

*&&*** Y0U*°*».mim*smi

Grapevine

Speech Contest

THESE STAMINATTESTED SPALDINGAAADE TENNIS BALLS HAVE TOP
RATING IN CHAMF.ONSHIP TENNIS.
TOE

WRIGHTS DITSON

IS THE ONLY
OFFICIAL BALL OF THE
OS.LT.A NATL CHAMPIONSHIPS
SIKCE 1987.... OFFICIAL
IN EVERV U.SDAJ/IS
CUP A\ATCH,TOO.

Law Schools
Matriculants must be College grad(Continued from page one)
uates and present full transcript dent judges, basing their decisionof College record
on the point system,
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 29, 1952 on the point system. They were
Diane West, Dave Moore and
For further information address
REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV. Verda I'lpts. The contest was run
under the supervision of Miss
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway. New York 7, N. Y. Murrell.

THE SPALDING....
THEY ABE PLAYED IN MORE
MAJOR TOURNAMENTS
THAN ALL OTHER TENNIS
BALLS COMBINVED
VOR, A SHARPED. GAME....
PLAV THE

TWINS OF
CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS

SPALDING
fe sett the pace in sports

ALL HeW SPORTS SHOW BOOK

FOR RENTALS AND SALES
— ALSO ACCESSORIES —

r RANK'S
STCRt

f © R

MEN

For Your Cabin Or House Parties ...

LEE'S VARIETY SHOP
FRANKFURTS
and Rolls

HAMBURG PATTIES
and Rolls
ICE CREAM CUPS

LEMON BLEND — SODAS

Chicopee, Mail.

417 Main St., Lewiston

I

Drop Into

SHERATON'S
RESTAURANT
Anytime

— MILK

of Mullm Cartoon, publithtd in Ihii book only.
WRITE TODAY TO SPALDING—DEPT. C-S7

(Continued from page five)
It isn't as much the nights yon
spent quietly studying in yoiii|
room that you will remember,
the times when everyone felt like]
blowing off steam . . . and did!

..._.,

WHITE COATS and TUX PANTS
for Spring Formals
■WITH ITS TWIN...

Clan's Chant

Tel. 2-9077

FOR THE BEST
IN FOODS
RIGHT ON
DOWNTOWN MAIN ST.

MAINE'S MOST
MODERN
SHOP

TERMINAL
BARBER SHOP
THE BEST HAIRCUT
IN TOWN
218 Main Street, Lewiston

